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AERIALISTS AND ACROBATS BRING THE
UNFORGETTABLE ADVENTURE TALE OF AUREUM TO LIFE

With An Original Soundtrack and CGI By Award-Winning Animators
LONE TREE, CO – Aureum is an adventure tale told through heart-stopping aerial routines and amazing
acrobatics. A time traveler meets the beautiful defender of nature’s power only to find that power
threatened by dark forces. Audiences are thrilled by the original music, choreography, and some neverseen-before aerial performances, making for an unforgettable experience for the whole family! Aureum:
An Acrobatic Adventure Tale visits the Lone Tree Arts Center Friday, February 21 at 8pm.
The benevolent White Queen of Aureum and her warrior guardian welcome twins into the world.
Knowing that the White Queen’s bloodline is the only way to gain control of Aureum, the Red Empress
hatches an evil plan to kidnap one of the twins, setting our tale in motion. With a cast internationally
recognized as performers at the top of their field, Aureum is a high-flying, compelling acrobatic story.
Omri Geva (The Traveler) is a former Olympic bobsledder turned aerialist. Together with his partner,
Paulina Munoz, he has performed throughout the world. He has competed and won awards in multiple
international cirque festivals including special jury prizes and audience favorite. Omri has also worked as
a killer whale trainer and elite K9 behaviorist.
Paulina Munoz (The Princess) has been a professional dancer for over ten years as well as an aerialist.
Her duo straps act with Omri Geva has won international recognition as one of the most technical and
difficult duo acts. She has also performed at corporate events for companies like Nike, Delta, Mary Kay,
and more.

Treya Bushell (The White Queen) has won strong acclaim for her beautiful lines and grace. She has
worked for major corporate events throughout the country and ran a corporate entertainment company
before joining Halcyon.
Kerri Jonquil (The Red Empress) graduated from the New England Center for Circus Arts. She has
performed in festivals and venues across the country, and is known for her dynamic and powerful
acrobatic style. Kerri is also an accomplished aerial instructor and teaches workshops to beginner and
advanced students alike.
Zoe Stasko (The Fallen Twin) graduated from the prestigious École de Cirque de Québec. She has
performed across Europe and Scandinavia as hand balancer and straps artist. Zoe is able to perform
technical and strength elements that few in the world are able to replicate, and does so with a degree of
grace and precision that makes her a truly extraordinary performer.
Brittany Walsh (The Warrior) is the Guinness world record holder in acrobatic archery and has been
featured on The Late Show with David Letterman. Ripley’s Believe it or Not even made a wax statue of
her which is currently on tour. She has performed across the globe with her unique style of strength
and flexibility that The New York Times called “exciting, fun and beautiful.”
Aureum: An Acrobatic Adventure Tale
Friday, February 21 at 8pm
Tickets: $38-$48
Tickets may be purchased by calling 720-509-1000, Monday-Friday, 10am-4pm or at
www.LoneTreeArtsCenter.org.
Bellco is the Lone Tree Arts Center’s 2019-2020 Season Sponsor. This presentation is made possible in
part thanks to the Scientific & Cultural Facilities District, Colorado Creative Industries, and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
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